
Wednesday Zoom Workout 

30 Minute Yoga Workout- better if you have a mat or a towel. Can be bare foot or have workout shoes on (may be 

better without shoes).  

Workout: Will stretch-out your entire body & work on flexibility and balance and focus on our breathing 

(inhales and exhales)   

1. Start with breathing in and out through your nose: Feet 

together, standing tall, palms facing out, eyes closed, shoulders 

pulled back and down, breathing in and out – 45 to 60 seconds. 

2. Start with sun salutations: Breath in, lift arms up over head, sky 

dive down, breath out, & reach for your toes. Take 2 breaths 

3. Step back into plank position, lower yourself down (either on 

your toes or on your knees), & lift up into upward dog position.  

4. Exhale and press back into down dog. Hold for 3 seconds, then 

pedal feet back and fourth.  

5. Step or jump forward, inhale to a flat back, exhale fold forward.  

6. Sky dive up and inhale. Lower hands and exhale.  

7. Repeat steps 2, 3, & 4 (do not pedal feet on this down dog), 5, & 

6.   

8. Repeat steps 2, 3, & 4 (do not pedal feet on this down dog), 5, & 

6.   

9. Inhale; reach up. Exhale; chair pose. Take 4 breathes in and out 

of nose.  



10. Exhale; reach down to your toes. Inhale; reach up to flat 

back and exhale again. 

11. Repeat steps 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

12. Lift right leg up, drive knee in, and step into crescent pose 

(back lunge). Arms up by ears, and hold for 4 breathes.  

13. Step back and repeat 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

14. Lift left leg up, drive knee in, and step into crescent pose 

(back lunge). Arms up by ears, and hold for 4 breathes.  

15. Step back and repeat 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

16. Lift up through chair, hold for 2 breathes, then fold forward.  

17. Step back and repeat 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

18. Lift right leg up, drive knee in, and step into warrior 1 (back 

lunge with back foot spiraled 45 degrees). Arms up by ears, and 

hold for 4 breathes. Arms open up to warrior 2 (arms spread 

back and front), and hold for 4 breaths.  

19. Move arms into extended side angel. Right arm on thigh, left 

arm reached up and diagonal, take 4 breathes. 

20. Rotate forward and hands down to floor.  Step back and 

repeat 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

21. Lift left leg up, drive knee in, and step into warrior 1 (back 

lunge with back foot spiraled 45 degrees). Arms up by ears, and 

hold for 4 breathes. Arms open up to warrior 2 (arms spread 



back and front in line with your shoulders), and hold for 4 

breaths.  

22. Move arms into extended side angel. Left arm on thigh, right 

arm reached up and diagonal, take 4 breathes. 

23. Rotate forward and hands down to floor.  Step back and 

repeat 3 & 4. (Vinyasa) 

24. Exhale; reach down to your toes. Inhale; reach up to flat 

back and exhale again. 

25. Come up through chair, hold for 2 seconds, stand tall.  

26. Balance on left leg, hold right leg up in front of you (hold 

thigh or knee with your hands). Lower leg down.  

27. Balance on right leg, hold left leg up in front of you (hold 

thigh or knee with your hands). Lower leg.  

28. Tree pose – Balance on left leg, place right foot either at 

ankle, above knee, or in the groin depending on your flexibility 

and balance. Hands to the heart center. Hold for 4 breathes, and 

then lower.  

29. Tree pose – Balance on right leg, place right foot either at 

ankle, above knee, or in the groin depending on your flexibility 

and balance. Hands to the heart center. Hold for 4 breathes, and 

then lower.  



30. Chair pose and hold for 8 breathes. ( Go as deep as you can 

go).  

31. Narrow stance, feet about hip width, hands at hips, inhale 

chest up; exhale and lean forward. Hands come down to the 

ground and slide under your feet. Hold pose for 4 breaths. Knees 

can be straight or bent, whatever is comfortable for you.  

32. Release hands, place on hips, inhale stand tall.  

33. Open feet a little wider than mat, inhale chest up; exhale 

and lean forward. Hands come down to the ground. Make peace 

fingers and tuck under your big toe. Lean forward with elbows 

out. Hold for 4 breathes. Knees can be straight or bent, whatever 

is comfortable for you.  

34. Release hands, place on hips, inhale stand tall.  

35. Triangle Left Leg – Left foot turned out, right foot parallel. 

Left arm out and reach for your left toe (can be on ground or on 

shin for an easier move). Right arm up towards the ceiling. Head 

can either be looking straight out or up to the ceiling. Hold for 4 

breathes.  

36. Extend arm up and pull back up to standing.  

37. Triangle Right Leg – Right foot turned out, left foot parallel. 

Right arm out and reach for your right toe (can be on ground or 

on shin for an easier move). Left arm up towards the ceiling. 



Head can either be looking straight out or up to the ceiling. Hold 

for 4 breathes.  

38. Extend arm up and pull back up to standing, feet parallel.  

39. Step to the top of the mat. Exhale; reach down to your toes. 

Inhale; reach up to flat back and exhale again. 

40. Step or jump back into plank and lower all the way to the 

ground.  

41. Mini cobra – hands below shoulders and lift chest slightly 

up. Release, repeat and raise chest higher. Release, repeat and 

raise to full cobra.  

42. Superman – Arms and legs straight up and lift up off ground 

at the same time inhale hold for 2 seconds, let go to ground 

exhale. Repeat  2 times (can keep feet on ground and only raise 

arms for modification).  

43. Bow pose -  reach arms back and grab the top of the feet 

with hands. Press feet into hands and take little sips of air. Hold 

for 3 seconds.  

44. Child’s pose. Hold for 2 breathes.  

45. Thread the needle left arm. Head on mat. 2 breathes.  

46. Thread the needle right arm. Head on mat. 2 breathes.  

47. Cat and cow – cat: round spine inhale, cow: release chest up 

exhale. Repeat 3 times.  



48. Bird dog – left arm out, right leg out and lift up and hold for 

4 breathes (modification to keep hand or leg on ground or tap 

foot down).  

49. Bird dog – right arm out, left leg out and lift up and hold for 

4 breathes. 

50. Release to child’s pose.  

51. Seated position – right leg out, left leg tucked in. Arms up 

and lean forward to touch foot. Hold for 4 breathes. Go as far as 

you need to.  

52. Figure 4 right leg. 4 breathes hold 

53. Cross over twist right leg. 4 breathes hold 

54. Left leg out, right leg tucked in. Arms up and lean forward to 

touch foot. Hold for 4 breathes.  

55. Figure 4 left leg. 4 breathes hold.  

56. Cross over twist left leg. 4 breathes hold.  

57. Back to center, extend the legs, lay down. Corpse pose. 

Palms up, close eyes, melt into mat. Hold for 4 breathes. 

58. Hug knees into chest, roll to one side and sit up.  

59. Sit up, crossed legged, namaste.  

After workout, ask for feedback from participants. If they plan on joining on Wednesday for 

Yoga, how they liked todays workout and if there is anything we can do to improve or make 

better.  


